Hexagonal La2Ni7 and rhombohedral Y2Ni7 are weak itinerant antiferromagnet (wAFM) and ferromagnet (wFM), respectively. To follow the evolution between these two compounds, the crystal structure and magnetic properties of A2B7 intermetallic compounds (A = La, Y, B = Ni) have been investigated combining X-ray powder diffraction and magnetic measurements. In the present study, the La2-xYxNi7 intermetallic compounds with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 crystallize in the hexagonal structure (Ce2Ni7-type) with Y preferentially located in the [AB2] units. The compounds with larger Y content (1.2 ≤ x < 2) crystallize in both hexagonal and rhombohedral (Gd2Co7-type) structures with a progressive substitution of Y for La in the A sites belonging to the [AB5] units. Y2Ni7 crystallizes in the rhombohedral structure only. The average cell volume decreases linearly versus Y content, whereas the c/a ratio presents a minimum at x = 1 due to geometric constrains. The magnetic properties are strongly dependent on the structure type and the Y content. For x ≤ 1, the magnetic order oscillates between wAFM and wFM depending on the Y content and applied magnetic field. All the compounds with x > 1 are wFM with TC = 55 K. In addition to the experimental studies, first principles calculations using spin polarization have been performed to interpret the evolution of both structural phase stability and magnetic ordering for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2. Magnetic instability is related to the presence of a sharp and narrow peak in the density of state near the Fermi level. A stable AFM structure has been found for hexagonal La2Ni7. It explains how the magnetic order is driven by the geometric constrains induced by the stacking of [AB2] and [AB5] layers.
I. Introduction
A2Ni7 compounds (A = Rare Earth) have raised interest for their fundamental physical properties [1] [2] [3] as well as their applications as hydrogen storage materials [4] [5] [6] and negative electrodes in Ni-MH batteries [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . A2Ni7 intermetallic compounds crystallize in two polymorphic crystal structures which are either hexagonal (Ce2Ni7-type, P63/mmc) or rhombohedral (Gd2Co7-type, R-3m) depending on the stacking of the [AB2] and [AB5] units (B = Ni) [1] . The hexagonal (2H) structure is favored for intermetallic compounds with large A elements (La, Ce) and the rhombohedral (3R) for smaller A ones (Ho, Er, Y) [1, 3] . A mixture of both polymorphs is obtained for the compounds which contain intermediate A size elements. However, the annealing temperature can also be used to tune the weight percentage of each phase [1, 12] .
Their magnetic properties have been investigated [2] , and particular interest has been raised on the peculiar itinerant magnetic properties of La2Ni7 [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and Y2Ni7 [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] which both contain non-magnetic A elements. Itinerant magnetism is related to the electronic structure and the small magnetic moment arises from the exchange splitting of the bands near the Fermi level. Weak itinerant magnets are close to the boundary between magnetic and non-magnetic state, and a small structural variation can induce large changes in both electronic and magnetic properties. Such magnetic instabilities have been observed and studied in other weak ferromagnets (wFM) as Ni3Al [23] [24] [25] , Fe2N [26, 27] , AsNCr3 [28] , CrAlGe [29] or weak antiferromagnets (wAFM) like TiAu [30] , UN [31] . The origin of itinerant magnetism is related to their specific electronic properties associated to large spin fluctuations. For example, although Ni3Al and Ni3Ga have close electronic structures, they differ by their magnetic properties: Ni3Al is a weak itinerant ferromagnet, whereas Ni3Ga is a paramagnet [25, 32] . This difference has been attributed to the larger spin fluctuations in Ni3Ga [25] .
The investigation of the magnetic properties of hexagonal La2Ni7 has shown that the ground state is a weak itinerant antiferromagnet with a Néel temperature TN = 50 K at low field [12, 33] . Several field-induced metamagnetic transitions have been observed from wAFM state towards a weak itinerant ferromagnetic state. In a recent work, the AFM structure has been confirmed at 0 K by first principle calculations [34] . The phase diagram of the transition fields versus temperature reveals the existence of at least four different magnetic structures below 60 K [13] [14] [15] [16] . Parker et al [12] were able to obtain a sample containing both hexagonal and rhombohedral structures after annealing at 873 K, and found a wFM behavior with a Curie temperature TC = 70 K associated to rhombohedral La2Ni7. In both hexagonal and rhombohedral phases, the saturation magnetization µS remains weak (0.11 and 0.086 µB/Ni respectively), whereas the effective Ni moment determined by a Curie Weiss law in the paramagnetic range varies between 0.9 and 1.04 µB/Ni. Rhombohedral Y2Ni7 has been described as a wFM with TC = 53 to 60 K and µS = 0.06 to 0.08 µB/Ni, depending on the Ni content (Y2Ni6.7 to Y2Ni7) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Similar properties have been found for both hexagonal and rhombohedral structures. A theoretical study of its electronic density has been undertaken to explain the origin of the itinerant ferromagnetic properties of Y2Ni7 with a very weak Ni moment and a corresponding relatively elevated transition temperature [22] . A sharp and narrow peak is observed in the density of state (DOS) at the Fermi level (EF) leading to a high density of state and stabilizing the spin polarized configuration with a ferromagnetic state.
The influence of partial substitution of Gd for Y [35] , Al, Co and Cu for Ni [14, 36, 37] as well as hydrogen insertion [17, 33] has revealed an extreme sensitivity of the magnetic properties for both La2Ni7 and Y2Ni7 compounds to these chemical substitution or insertion. However, there appear to have been no studies on the properties of intermediate compounds between La2Ni7 and Y2Ni7. Due to the difference of crystal structure (hexagonal/rhombohedral) and itinerant magnetic properties (antiferromagnetic/ ferromagnetic), it is worth to understand how the change between these different states is occurring: is it continuous or discontinuous, is there any critical Y concentration, what is the relationship between the structural and magnetic properties? More generally it can help to understand the significant parameters that induce either weak itinerant ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism.
To answer these questions, we have investigated the structural and magnetic properties of the La2-xYxNi7 system (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) to follow the evolution from the hexagonal La2Ni7 antiferromagnet towards the rhombohedral Y2Ni7 ferromagnet. Complementary to the experimental study, band structure calculations have been undertaken to interpret the evolution of these properties. This will help to determine the key geometric and electronic parameters which drive the change of the physical properties of these compounds.
II. Experimental and calculation conditions
Polycrystalline samples with composition La2-xYxNi7 (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.2, 1.4 and 2) were prepared by induction melting under a purified argon gas atmosphere and then annealed 7 days at 1223-1273 K as described in previous work [5] . The samples were annealed at high temperature to get compounds with a single structure type when possible.
The samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a D8 diffractometer from Bruker with Cu Kα radiation. The XRD patterns were refined using the Fullprof code [38] . Their chemical compositions were analyzed by electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) using a SX100 from CAMECA.
The magnetic measurements were performed on small quantity of sample (bulk piece or powder fixed by a resin) with a Physical Properties Measurement System (Quantum Design PPMS-9) operating from 2 to 300 K, with a maximum applied field of 9 T. For La1.75Y0.25Ni7, the magnetization measurements were extended up to 14 T using a commercial vibrating-sample magnetometer (Quantum Design PPMS-14).
The electronic structures were calculated for the ordered compounds La2Ni7 and Y2Ni7 in both hexagonal and rhombohedral symmetries. Since no distinct total energy differences were observed in the non-spin polarized calculations between binaries, the La2-xYxNi7 pseudo-binary compounds with x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 have been considered only in the rhombohedral cell (primitive rhombohedral, not hexagonal for CPU-time saving), with all kinds of A-site (6c1 and 6c2 half and full occupancy) configurations. In the frame of the DFT, the pseudo-potential approach using the VASP package [39, 40] was considered by applying the PBE functional [41] with a 600 eV cut-off energy and a high k-mesh density. Preserving the original crystal symmetry, each structure has been fully relaxed with the electronic collinear and non-collinear spin-polarization. Ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic initial magnetic states were considered for both La2Ni7 and Y2Ni7, and the most stable ordering was considered for each case in the following discussion.
III. Results and discussion

A. Structural properties
The A2Ni7 alloys can adopt either the rhombohedral Gd2Co7-type or the hexagonal Ce2Ni7-type structure, as shown in Fig. 1 The cell parameters as well as the chemical compositions determined by EPMA for the La2-xYxNi7 compounds are summarized in Table II . The evolution of a and c cell parameters, cell volume V and c/a ratio versus Y content is reported in Fig. 2 . The alloys adopt the hexagonal Ce2Ni7-type structure for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, a mixture of hexagonal Ce2Ni7-type and rhombohedral Gd2Co7-type structures for 1 < x < 2, and the pure rhombohedral structure for Y2Ni7 in agreement with [17, 21] . The weight percentage of each phase is shown in Fig 3a. For x = 1.2 and 1.4, the aR and aH cell parameters are similar, whereas the rhombohedral cR parameter is 3/2 times the hexagonal cH one. The a (aH and aR) and c (cH and 2/3 cR) cell parameters decreases continuously versus Y content following a second order polynomial law with opposite curvatures (the polynomial coefficients are reported in Fig. 2 ). The c/a ratio (hexagonal description) passes through a minimum near x = 1, then increases again. For x < 1 the c/a ratio follows a power law with a square exponent (y(c/a) = 0.27(x-1) 2 ). On the other hand, a linear decrease of the reduced cell volume V/Z with dV/dx = 2.97 Å 3 f.u.
-1 is observed independently of the structure type, in agreement with the Vegard's law expected for a solid solution (Fig. 2 ). The refined Y occupancy factors and atomic positions for each compound in both hexagonal and rhombohedral structures are reported in Table III . The Y atoms are first substituted to La in the 4f1 site which belongs to the [AB2] units with a coordination number CN16, where the compounds crystallize in hexagonal structure. For x ≥ 1, an additional progressive filling of the 4f2 (6c1) sites, belonging to the [AB5] units (CN20), is observed in both hexagonal and rhombohedral structures (Fig. 3b ). The evolution of the A-A interatomic distances presented in (a) (Table III) . The enthalpy of formation of the La2-xYxNi7 compounds has been calculated considering the Y for La substitution in both possible interstitial sites ([AB5] and [AB2] units) using the rhombohedral description (Fig. 4) . Comparable results are expected for both polymorphic structures, as shown in [42] . In fact, no clear fH difference between both symmetries is observed for the binaries La2Ni7 and Y2Ni7. 
B. Magnetic properties
The thermomagnetic curves measured under an applied field of 0.1 T are plotted in Fig. 5 . A distinct behavior is observed for x ≤ 1 and x > 1. To see more clearly the evolution for x ≤ 1, the corresponding curves are presented separately with an appropriate scale. All the isothermal magnetization curves recorded at 5 K are compared in Fig. 6 . The magnetic ordering temperatures and magnetic moments are reported in Table IV. The magnetic behavior of La2Ni7 agrees with previous works showing an antiferromagnetic (AFM) peak at TN = 50 K and below TN a metamagnetic transition towards a wFM state [13, 16, 33] . At 5 K, the critical field µ0Hc obtained from the maximum curve derivative dM/dH is equal to 4.6 T and the ferromagnetic state is reached at 6.5 T, close to the field determined by Parker et al. at 4.2 K [12] . The small spontaneous magnetization Mspont = 0.095 µB/f.u. at 5 K (0.048 µB at 300 K) can be attributed to a weak amount of ferromagnetic Ni particles (< 0.1 %), such impurities were not present in the MT(µ0H) curves of [12, 16] but observed in those of [2] . The saturation magnetization extrapolated at high field and corrected from the ferromagnetic Ni impurity is equal to 0.61 µB/f.u. or 0.088 µB/Ni. For x = 0.25, a narrow AF peak is observed at 0.1 T with a maximum at 57 K (Fig. 5) . The low-field magnetization is smaller in this compound than observed for x = 0, 0.5 and 1 and shows no spontaneous magnetization, indicating the absence of ferromagnetic impurities. The magnetization isotherms MT(µ0H) of La1.75Y0.25Ni7 display a metamagnetic behavior which disappears above 60 K (Fig. 7a) . The derivative of the MT(µ0H) curves indicates two transition fields µ0Hc1 and µ0Hc2. µ0Hc1 saturates at 2.5 T at 5 K, whereas µ0Hc2 increases continuously as T decreases reaching 12.5 T at 5 K (inset of Fig. 7a) . This later metamagnetic transition shows a weak hysteresis below 20 K and the corresponding Arrott-Below plots clearly show an s-shape characteristic of a first-order transition (Supplementary material, Fig S1) . In addition, the Mµ0H(T) curves present maxima attributed to TN which are shifted towards lower temperatures until the ferromagnetic state is reached at 14 T. The presence of two transition fields has been previously observed in hexagonal La2Ni7 by Tazuke et al. [16] using pulsed magnetic fields. A H-T phase diagram was then proposed: La2Ni7 is wAFM at low field, transforms into two intermediate magnetic states (IM1 below 37 K and IM2 above 37 K) at intermediate transition fields (denoted µ0Hc1 and µ0Hc2) and becomes ferromagnetic above µ0Hc3. In La1.75Y0.25Ni7, only two well separated transition fields are observed. The first one µ0Hc1 is weak and corresponds to a change of slope, but there is no evident modification in the corresponding Mµ0H(T) curves below and above this applied field. The origin of this first transition field is therefore not clearly established. The second transition field µ0Hc2 is associated to the s-shape of the curve and there is a good correlation between the variation of µ0Hc2 versus temperature and the variation of TN versus applied field. This second transition is therefore clearly associated to an AFM-FM transition (Fig.  7b) . Compared to La2Ni7, an almost two-time larger applied field is required to induce a ferromagnetic state below 60 K.
For x = 0.5 and 1, a very weak ferromagnetic behavior is observed at 0.1 T with TC = 75 K for x = 0.5 and 50 K for x = 1 (Fig. 5) . The magnetization curves at 50-60 K of La1.5Y0.5Ni7 exhibit a larger slope and cross the curves at 5-25 K around 0.30-0.35 T (Fig. 8a) . The derivatives of the MT(µ0H) curves reveal a transition field µ0Hc1 around 2 T and below 60 K (inset of Fig. 8a ). The evolution of the thermomagnetic curves under increasing applied fields shows a transition from a very weak itinerant ferromagnet (vwFM) towards a wAFM with TN = 60 K (Fig. 8b) . The transition occurs at a field near 2 T, i.e. at µ0Hc1. A similar evolution from a vwFM towards a wAFM state has been observed for LaYNi7 (Supplementary material Fig. S2 ). Note that for these two samples a spontaneous magnetization is still observed in the paramagnetic range, indicating that a small amount of Ni ferromagnetic impurities is present in these samples. A further transition towards a ferromagnetic state is expected for both compounds but will requires significantly larger applied fields than for compounds with x = 0 and 0.25. A linear extrapolation of transition fields measured at 5 K yields 20 and 35 T for x = 0.5 and 1, respectively.
All the compounds with x > 1, present a wFM behavior with TC around 55 K (Fig. 5a ). The magnetization isotherms MT(µ0H) are characteristic of a ferromagnetic behavior (Supplementary material, Fig. S3 ). The incomplete saturation of the M4.2K(µ0H) curve has been already observed for Y2Ni7 and attributed to the itinerant character of the ferromagnetism [21] . The main difference for the three compounds is the difference of the extrapolated saturation magnetization (µS) which increases versus Y content (Fig. 6) . The results obtained for rhombohedral Y2Ni7 agree with previous works [17, 21, 43] . The smaller µS values observed for x = 1.2 and 1.4 can be attributed to the magnetic contribution of the hexagonal phase (33 and 27 wt% respectively) which has a smaller magnetization than the rhombohedral one.
In all compounds, the paramagnetic Curie temperatures  p are positive, indicating mainly a parallel orientation between the local Ni moments, and that the effective Ni moments µeff are varying between 0.8 and 1 µB/Ni. For x = 0.25, µeff = 0.82 µB/Ni, whereas the saturation moment µS = 0.1 µB/Ni is measured at 5 K and 14 T. These values allow to calculate the Rhodes-Wohlfarth ratio RWR = qC/qS (µ 2 eff = qC (qC+2); µS = qS) which characterizes the itinerancy of the ferromagnetic state [21, 44, 45] . The large values of RWR confirm the itinerant magnetic character in all these compounds (Table IV) . In addition, all these compounds present large ordering temperatures (50 -75 K) compared to small Ni moments (0.07-0.1 µB) as expected for weak itinerant magnets. Spin-polarized band structure calculations have been performed for binaries 2H-La2Ni7 and 3R-Y2Ni7 and are detailed in [34] . Therefore, only the main results will be summarized below. The calculated non-spin-polarized (NSP) density of state (DOS) of 2H-La2Ni7 and 3R-Y2Ni7 present a sharp and narrow peak centered at the Fermi level (EF) in agreement with previous studies [11, 22, 46] . These values which are due to 3d Ni contributions are large enough, according to Stoner criteria, to favor a more stable magnetic state. The spin polarized DOS calculations confirm that both samples are more stable in a ferromagnetic state with a lowering of total energy of ΔE= -5±0.1 meV/ Ni compared to the NSP configuration.
However, a more stable AFM structure has been found for 2H-La2Ni7 described by two ferromagnetic layers of opposite directions separated by a non-magnetic layer at z = 0.5. The Ni5 atoms located in the [AB2] units have a very low magnetic moment (0.02 µB/Ni) in the FM structure and no moment in the AFM one (Supplementary material, Fig. S4 ). The molecular field is canceled on the Ni5 site as it is surrounded by 6 Ni1 atoms which are coupled antiferromagnetically as shown in Fig. 9 (left). This AFM structure has a total energy -1.2 meV/f.u. smaller than the FM structure. Additional non-collinear SP band structure calculations have shown that the Ni moments are parallel to the c axis. The AFM and FM magnetic structures of 2H-La2Ni7 are compared in Fig. 9 with the Ni moment distribution. The metamagnetic AFM-FM transition occurs when the applied magnetic field becomes large enough to induce a Ni moment on the Ni5 site and reverse the orientation of the Ni1 moments from antiparallel toward parallel alignment.
Considering a rhombohedral description, the formation of a similar AFM structure, will require a doubling of the magnetic cell along the c axis, as an even number of stacking of one [AB2] unit and two [AB5] units is necessary to obtain an equal number of antiparallel FM Ni layers. This would yield a very large anisotropic magnetic cell with c/a=14.7. In addition, the calculated Ni5 moments are three time larger in 3R-Y2Ni7 (µNi5 = 0.07 µB) than in 2H-La2Ni7 (µNi5 = 0.03 µB). Although these Ni5 moments are small, they may be large enough to stabilize preferentially a FM coupling between Ni1 neighbors than an AFM coupling with a zero moment on the Ni5 site. [47, 48] . The Mg atoms replace the La (or Pr) atoms located in the [AB2] units and the lattice contraction is much larger along the c axis than along the a axis. In Pr3.75Mg1.25Ni19, the c cell parameter contraction (-1.5 %) is twice as high as for the parameter a (-0.6 %) [48] . An even larger anisotropic cell parameters variation has been observed by H or D insertion in La2Ni7 [3, 33] . Opposite to Y for La substitution, H or D insertion yields a lattice expansion. Buschow et al. [33] observed an expansion of the c parameter of 25.5 %, while the a parameter undergoes a 1% cell contraction. In La2Ni7D6.5, where the c parameter expands of 16.8 % while the a parameter shrinks of 2.1 %, Yartys et al. [3, 49] For x ≤ 1, the magnetic ground state properties of compounds adopting the hexagonal structure are very sensitive to the Y content as they oscillate between different types of itinerant states (wAFM, vwFM). The AFM structure, which has been confirmed by band structure calculations, can explain this high sensitivity. Indeed, as the Y atoms are substituted on the 4f1 site belonging to [AB2] unit, they modify the interatomic distances between Ni5 and Ni1 atoms and therefore their magnetic interactions. For x = 0.25, the AFM-FM transition is observed at a larger magnetic field (µ0HC2 = 12.5 T) than for x = 0 (µ0HC2 = 6.5 T) at 5 K. This indicates that the AFM structure is stabilized by the substitution of Y for La atoms in the [AB2] units.
Compounds with x = 0.5 and 1, display a vwFM behavior at low field and a transition towards a wAFM state for applied fields larger than 2 T. Although the vwFM structures of La1.5Y0.5Ni7 and LaYNi7 have not been determined yet, some assumption can be done. If the Y for La substitution on the 4f1 site decreases also the Ni1 moments to smaller magnitude, the AFM coupling between the Ni1 atoms can vanish and only ferromagnetic layers of Ni2, Ni3 and Ni4 atoms remain. The total Ni moment will then be reduced due to the lowering of N(EF). Applying a magnetic field will increase the magnitude of the Ni1 moments and stabilize the wAFM structure.
In addition, for x = 0.5 the ordering temperature TC = 75 K (µ0H = 0.1 T) is larger than for samples with x > 1 (TC = 55 K) despites its 70 % smaller saturation magnetization at 5 K. Similar discrepancy has been already observed for Y2Ni7Hy hydride where the 40 % reduction of the saturation moment is accompanied by a 70 % increase of the Curie temperature (TC = 98 K), but this high temperature was not explained [17] . It is characteristic of materials presenting a wFM to have relatively high ordering temperatures when scaled to their ordered moment. As explained by Singh [22] , the Ni magnetic moment is proportional to the integral of the peak near EF, and can be small if the peak is narrow, even if the Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism can be applied due to the high value of N(EF). On the other hand, as confirmed by the present DFT calculations for both La2Ni7 and Y2Ni7, the ordering temperature is proportional to the magnetic energy and remains high whatever the structure type. The high TC for La1.5Y0.5Ni7, can reflect a larger magnetic energy for this compound.
All the compounds with x > 1, which contain a majority of rhombohedral phase, are wFM with the same Curie temperature (TC = 55 K). The main difference between compounds with x = 1.2, 1.4 and 2 is related to the saturation magnetization, which increases with the Y content. Interestingly, the deviation from the ideal 2:7 stoichiometry induces also a difference in the saturation magnetization: µs increases linearly versus y in Y2Ni7-y compounds while the Curie temperature remains similar [19] . Sensitivity of the magnetic order to the chemical composition has been observed upon Al, Co or Cu for Ni substitution in Y2Ni7. The Curie temperature decreases to zero with 1.5 at% of Al and 20 at% of Co [36] or 10 % of Cu [50] . The collapse of ferromagnetism has been interpreted by a shift of EF towards the sharp slope of the DOS peak and consequently a fast decrease of the N(EF) due to these small Ni substitutions.
Magnetic instability, related to the existence of a sharp and narrow peak in the DOS near EF, has been also found in other systems like weak itinerant ferromagnet Ni3Al [23] [24] [25] or weak antiferromagnet TiAu [30] . In TiAu the narrow peak at EF was attributed to Van Hove singularities and a weak itinerant antiferromagnetic state was stabilized. Large spin fluctuations are expected on these systems close to critical points. The influence of applied pressure on the evolution of the magnetic properties of these A2Ni7 compounds could be interesting not only to separate chemical and cell volume influence on their magnetic instability but also to check the possibility to reach a quantum critical point. Indeed, application of an external pressure on weak itinerant ferromagnet ZrZn2 leads to the observation of a quantum critical point at 2.35 GPa [51] .
VI. Conclusion
In the present study, both structural and magnetic properties for the La2-xYxNi7 system have been investigated. These results highlight the high sensitivity of the magnetic properties to the structural changes induced by the Y for La substitution in La2Ni7. Further works will be undertaken to determine the influence of the La substitution by a magnetic rare earth on both structural and magnetic properties of these compounds. 
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